


 DIESEL GENERATORS SETS USED

IN GS INSTALLATIONS

 LEAD ACID BATTERIES.

 SAFETY AT WORKPLACE, 

SUBSTATION.







 The Diesel Generator set (diesel engine driven

generating set) is a compact and robust machine in

which mechanical energy is converted into

electrical energy.

 It uses high speed diesel oil and works on diesel

cycle. In this system the air is drawn into the

cylinder and compressed to a high ratio (14:1 to

25:1).

 During this compression, the air is heated to a

temperature of 700 – 900 deg C.



 A metered quantity of diesel fuel is then injected into the

cylinder, which ignites spontaneously because of the high

temperature of compressed air.

 The diesel is injected through injector in the chamber.

Hence, the diesel engine is also known as compression

ignition (CI) engine.

 An alternator is coupled with the diesel engine and the

kinetic energy of engine is transmitted to alternator and

converted into electrical energy. Alternator works on the

Faraday‟s law of electromagnetic induction. This

electrical energy is then fed to the load.
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• DG set can be classified according to cycle type as:

two strokes and four strokes. However, the commonly

used diesel engines use the four stroke cycle.

Flow diagram of working principle of DG set





The 4 stroke operations in a diesel engine are

as follows which take place in the individual

cylinder:

During this Suction/ Induction

stroke,

 Intake valve remains open during

the entire intake stroke.

A. SUCTION/ INDUCTION STROKE



 Piston travels from TDC (top dead centre) to BDC 

(bottom dead centre).

 Due to partial vacuum created by the piston travel, 

air rushes in.

 Exhaust valve remains closed during this period



B. COMPRESSION STROKE

During this Compression stroke, 

 Both inlet and exhaust valves 

remain closed.

 Piston travels from BDC to 

TDC.

 The entrapped air is compressed 

to a pressure of up-to 25 bar and 

causing air temperature to rise 

to above 560 ºC.



 Fuel is injected in atomized condition in to the hot

air where it ignites.

 Combustion of fuel generates heat and gases. The

rapid rise in temperature and pressure in the

combustion chamber pushes the piston to BDC.



During this Power stroke, 

 During this stroke both valves remain 

closed.

 Due to high temperature and pressure 

in the combustion chamber, piston is 

pushed from TDC to BDC.

 This is also called as "Useful Work 

Done". 

 In this working stroke the connecting 

rod transmits the force to the rotating 

crankshaft.  

C. POWER STROKE



D. EXHAUST STROKE

 Intake valve remains closed.

 Exhaust valve remains open 

during the entire stroke.

 Piston travels from BDC to 

TDC.

 Exhaust gases are expelled 

out from the cylinder to the 

atmosphere. 





Diesel Generator set consists mainly following

parts/assemblies:
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General layout of DG set



OIL PAN  

CRANKCASE  
The Diesel Engine consists following main parts:

 These two components

form the load bearing

housing of the engine.

 They absorb the forces

occurring during

operation in the cylinder

and at the crank

assembly.

Crankcase and oil pan



 The crankcase accommodates the cylinder liners, the

crank assembly and the camshaft.

Cylinder Heads

 A cylinder head closes the top end of the cylinder.

 It makes a confined space for compressed air and the gases.

Cylinder Heads



EXHAUST MANIFOLD

 Each cylinder head contains the inlet and exhaust

valves and fuel injection valve.

 For cooling of the valve seats and injection valve,

coolant is piped through cooling chambers arranged

in the cylinder head.



 The crank shaft is driven via the connecting rods by

means of the gas acting on the pistons.

 The forces of the rotary masses at the individual

crank throws are compensated by means of balance

weights.

 The crank shaft provided rotation of the camshaft via

gear drive and also rotates the injection pump drive.

 The cams of the camshaft actuate inlet and exhaust

valve via the push rod and rocker arm.

Driving Mechanism



 By means of fuel pump, the fuel is pumped from fuel

tank into the injection pump via filter. By means of

the injection nozzles the fuel is squirted very finely

into the combustion chamber.

Fuel Pump, Injection Pump and Fuel System

Fuel Filters
Fuel Pump

Injection Pump



 For the purpose of cooling the injection pumps more

fuel than the required for injection through the system

by the fuel feed pump.

 The surplus fuel is returned to the fuel tank via an

over flow valve at the injection pump.



 The bearings and the

cylinder liners are

lubricated to reduce

friction and to dissipate

heat. The lube oil pump

draws the lube oil from

the oil pan and pumps

to the points of

lubrication through oil

cooler and filter.

Oil

Filter

Lube Pump And System



 The thermal energy generated during fuel combustion

can only be partly converted into mechanical energy.

Radiator and Cooling System

Radiator



 The part of the residual heat is eliminated by means

of cooling the combustion chamber walls by coolant.

 The heat absorbed by coolant is passed on to

atmosphere by means of radiator and fan.



 The turbocharger is

provided to increase the

power out put and

efficiency of an engine

by supplying compressed

air to the engine intake

manifold.

Turbocharger

 The power to drive the turbocharger is expected from

energy in the exhaust gases.



 Exhaust bellow connects engine and DG silencer to

drive away hot gases generated during operation of

DG to atmosphere through silencer.

Exhaust Bellow Extension

Pipe

Silencer

Exhaust System



 Exhaust muffler reduces noise level of the engine as

per designed parameter and exhaust extension pipe,

connected to DG silencer outlet ensures that the hot

gases are driven out to atmosphere.



 It stores diesel required for

operation of DG set.

 It consists fuel level float

which continuously monitors

the level of diesel available

in tank and communicates

fuel gauge to provide

indication.

Fuel

Float



Fuel Cap

Fuel Level Sensor

 It also consists Fuel Level Sensor which senses level

of fuel in fuel tank and communicates engine safety

unit to provide alarm or stopping of DG as per

designed operating levels.



•ALTERNATOR

 A self excited, self

regulated brushless

type alternator is

coupled directly with

engine by means of

flexible coupling.

 The alternator is designed for specified kVA rating in

single/three phase at 230V/415V, 50 Hz, 1500 rpm

and power factor 0.8 lagging.



Following are the main parts of an Alternator:

• Stator

• Rotor

• Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR)

• Terminal Box

• DE Adaptor

• Slotted Surround

• NDE Shield

 It is dynamically balanced and can withstand speed

upto 20% in excess of the rated speed.



•AUXILIARY

ALTERNATOR

 Auxiliary alternator is a machine that converts mechanical

energy to electrical energy and its output is used to charge

the battery. The inbuilt rectifier converts the A.C output to

D.C.

 The inbuilt Regulator

controls the output

and it depends on the

battery charge status



•STARTER

 A Starter motor is a machine that converts electrical

energy to mechanical energy. Its output is used to crank

the engine. Starter motor gets supply from the battery.

When the Starter solenoid switch getting energized, the

pinion engages with the flywheel ring gear and rotates the

same.

 The starter performance

depends on the battery

charge status and the

voltage drop in the

starting circuit.



 The battery is provided to feed the supply to the starter

for cranking/ starting the DG set. A 12 V Low

Maintenance/Maintenance Free lead acid battery for

DG sets upto 125 kVA capacity and 24 V battery for

DG sets above 140 kVA capacity is required.

 It also provides DC

Power to engine safety

unit and gauges.

Batteries



Control Panel
• Enable transfer of DG 

AC output to loads.

• Monitor performance of 

DG through Measuring 

instruments and 

Gauges.

 This panel houses various electrical switchgears and

controls such as Hour meter, Switches used for

starting and stopping of DG and other electrical

components which facilitates the following:



o Engine oil pressure gauge 

o Water Temperature gauge 

o Engine oil temperature gauge 

o Tachometer / Hour meter 

o Oil level gauge 

o Vacuum Indicator 

o Fuel level indicator 

o Air pressure gauge 

• Engine related gauges and controls:



Acoustic Enclosure 

(Canopy)

 The complete DG set is housed in a modular type

acoustic enclosure to control noise from the DG set.

This enclosure is fabricated with 2mm CRCA (Cold

Rolled Carbon Annealed) sheet.



 The noise level shall be 75 dBA or better at a 1 meter

from the acoustic enclosure surface conforming to

environmental (protection) rules issued by CPCB

(Central Pollution Control Board), Government of

India





Air

There are four principle engine systems such as:

Good understanding of engine systems will help in 

preventive maintenance and troubleshooting.

Fuel 

Lubrication 

Cooling system. 



• Air enters through air cleaner (filter) to

turbocharger inlet.

• Turbocharged air passes through intake manifold,

gets distributed to all power cylinders.

• After combustion, burnt gases go out through

exhaust manifold & rotate the turbine wheel.

• Exhaust gases emit out through flexible bellow &

muffler.

 AIR SYSTEM
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• Fuel is sucked from base (fuel) tank by suction inlet

pipe and suction strainer.

• Lift pump (feed pump) lifts the fuel & delivers to

the filtration system.

• There are two stages of fuel cleaning; once by

water-separator & then by micro-fine fuel filter.

• Cleaned fuel enters to fuel injection pump which

pressurise and delivers the high pressured fuel to

fuel injectors fitted on each cylinder.

• Returned fuel is routed back to the tank through

return pipe.

 FUEL SYSTEM



 
INJECTOR 

FUEL INJECTION PUMP 

(Rotary pump with 24V 

electric shut off switch) 

FUEL FILTER FEED PUMP FUEL WATER 
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FUEL TANK 

Fuel System  



• Lubricating pump draws oil from the oil pan & forces

it to the lubrication system.

• The pressure regulating valve controls oil pressure.

• The filter bypass valve ensures supply of oil when

filter gets choked.

• The piston pines are lubricated by the splash from

piston cooling nozzles.

• Oil pump idler gear is forced lubricated.

• The reminder of the front gear train is lubricated by

oil carry over splash.

 Lube system



Lube System 



• Coolant is sucked by the engine driven water pump

from the bottom tank of the radiator.

• Coolant passes through oil cooler, all cylinder

jackets and cylinder heads to reach finally at

thermostat housing.

• Coolant get divided either to the inlet of the water

pump or to the radiator depending on coolant

temperature.

• Complete coolant gets diverted to the radiator after

coolant temperature reached to thermostat setting.

 Cooling System







Following are the advantages of DG set:

 It can start quickly and requires less period for

warming.

 No stand by losses.

 Requires less manpower for running.

 Requires less maintenance.

 Wearing out parts of DG sets are easily replaceable.

 Life of DG set can be extended easily and

economically.



 DG set can be easily located near the load hence

requiring less expenditure for inter connection.

 Sets of varying sizes and of small capacities are

available.

 Requires less space and building layout is simple.

 Automatic starting of set makes it possible to reduce

periods of power supply interruption.

 Fuel handling and storage is easy.

 Uniformly high efficiency for all sizes.

 It can be procured and installed quickly and easily.





 Indigenous production of crude oil from which

diesel oil becomes available is about 50% of total

requirement. Extra consumption of diesel oil means

additional requirements of foreign exchange

 Exhaust of diesel engines causes loud sound. As

these sets are installed near load in inhabited area,

causes noise pollution. This can be reduced to some

extent by use of efficient silencers.





It is recommended to follow the following installation

guidelines or as recommended by DG set manufacturer

which is to be installed:

 Proper lifting arrangement for loading & unloading of

DG set without damaging the canopy panels shall be

possible.

 Proper space should be available for loading &

unloading of DG set on site.

 Acoustic enclosure should be placed in such a way,

that all side doors can be opened fully without any

obstruction. (1 to 1.5 meter of free space around the

DG set)



 Avoid placement of enclosure,

very close to side walls or pillars.

 Ensure there is no restriction on

fuel tank removal side.

 Ensure proper height of base.

 Utmost care regarding safety should be taken when

acoustic enclosure is placed on roof/ top of multistory

building.

 Engine maintenance should be possible easily &

freely, without dismantling acoustic enclosure.



 Ensure temperature rise inside the enclosure should

not be more than 5-7 degree centigrade, above

ambient temperature.

 Ensure visibility of engine control panel from outside

of enclosure.

 Ensure proper earthing of the DG set.



The Importance of proper installation is to

 Reduce vibration in DG / reduced transmission

 Improve reliability & durability and Life

 Easy serviceability

 Optimum availability

 Better fuel economy

 Better working conditions

 Better sound absorption as per CPCB Norms

 Protection to environment by reduction in noise &

emission of exhaust gases.







 PUSH BUTTON (MANUAL)

The mode of operation can be selected by means of 

selector switch.

 AUTO START (AUTO)

 TEST MODE (FOR TESTING PURPOSE)

The following procedures are adopted for 

starting diesel generator set using battery.



• After pressing the start push button and turning the

ignition key toward start position, the battery is

connected to the starter which cranks the engine shaft

resulting in the start of the engine.

• This requires least physical efforts to start DG set.

• To prevent damage to the starter, do not push the start

button for more than 10 to 12 seconds.

PUSH BUTTON START/ MANUAL MODE



• This method is adopted where the supply from the

generator is regularly required.

• In this mode, the DG set starts automatically in case

of:

(i) mains failure,

(ii) low/high mains voltage beyond 150-250 V for

single phase DG set and 360-460 V for 3 phase

DG set

(iii) single phasing or phase reversal of main supply.

AUTO STARTING SYSTEM/ AUTO MODE



• When the engine starts, and alternator reaches the

preset voltage, the DG contactor closes and

automatically restores the supply to the load.

• After restoration of healthy mains voltage, the DG

contactor opens and main supply extended to the load.

• However the DG set continuous to run for 3 minutes

and shutdown after that if mains supply remain stable.

• During the above mentioned 3 minutes, if the mains fail

again, the DG shutdown sequence discarded and the

DG contactor closes again to restore the DG supply to

the load.



• In this mode all functions are likely to manual mode

but DG supply can not be transferred to load. This

mode is provided for the purpose of testing the DG

set.

TEST MODE





Before starting the engine, perform daily maintenance

checks. Follow the instructions given below for reliable

operation:

 To prevent damage to the starter, do not push the

start button for more than 10 to 12 seconds. Wait for

at least 2 minutes between each attempt to start.

 If the engine does not start after three attempts, check

the fuel supply system and fuel level in fuel tank.

Absence of blur or white exhaust smoke during

cranking indicates that no fuel is being delivered.



 Move the ignition key from start position to idle as

soon as the engine starts.

 Monitor the oil pressure and coolant temperature

gauges frequently.





 Remove the load from the engine.

 Run the engine few minutes (3 to 5 minutes) before

routine shut down on no load. It will allow the

lubricating oil and coolant to carry heat away from

the combustion chamber, bearings, shafts etc.

 Shut off the engine if oil pressure or coolant

temperature is exceeding the specified limits.

 Avoid continuous operation of the engine with low or

high coolant temperature, it may damage the engine.





 Engine misfires

 Vibration

 Unusual engine noise

 Fuel, oil or coolant leakage

Most failures give an early warning. Look and listen for

changes in performance, sound or engine appearance

that can indicate service or engine repair is needed.

Some changes to look for are as follows:



 Sudden change in engine operating temperature or oil 

pressure 

 Excessive smoke

 Loss of power

 An increase in lube oil consumption

 An increase in fuel consumption





Improper practices or carelessness can cause burns,

cuts, mutilation or other bodily injury or death.

Read & understand safety precautions and warnings

before performing operation, any repair/ maintenance.

 Do not wear loose clothing.

 Always wear protective glasses and protective shoes

while working on the engine.

 Ensure that the work area surrounding the DG set is

dry, well illuminated, ventilated and spacious.



 Ensure that the work area surrounding the DG set is free

from loose tools, parts, ignition sources and hazardous

substances.

 Rotating parts can cause cuts, injury or strangulation.

 Disconnect the battery (-ve) cable first and discharge before

beginning any repair work.

 Use only the proper engine barring techniques for manually

rotating the engine. Do not attempt to rotate the crankshaft

by pulling or prying the fan. This practice can cause serious

personal injury, property damage or damage to fan blades.



 If the engine has been operating and the coolant is hot,

allow the engine to cool before you slowly loosen the

filler cap and relieve the pressure from the cooling

system.

 Do not work on anything that is supported only by lifting

jacks or a hoist. Always use blocks or proper stands to

support the job before performing any maintenance work.

 Be alert for possible pressure when disconnecting any

device from a system that utilizes pressure. Do not check

for pressure leaks with your hand. High pressure oil or

fuel can cause serious injury.



 Corrosion inhibitor contains alkali. Do not get the

substance in your eyes. Avoid prolonged or repeated contact

with your skin. Do not swallow internally. In case of

contact, immediately wash skin with soap and water.

 To avoid burns, be alert for hot parts and hot fluids in lines,

tubes and compartments.

 Always use tools that are in good condition. Use only

genuine OEM replacement parts.

 Do not use fasteners of lesser quality if replacements are

necessary.

 Avoid inhalation of vapour, ingestion and prolonged contact

with used engine oil.





 Maintenance is the most important factor for both the

life and keeping the engine in the best operating

conditions.

 Preventive Maintenance is more economical than

corrective repairs.

 It begins with a day to day awareness of the condition

of the engine and its systems.

 For trouble free operation of DG set, it is

recommended to carry out all necessary preventive

maintenance, adjustments etc..



 This will ensure reliable standby supply in case of

failure of mains supply or as and when required.

 It is also recommended that a detailed logbook giving

full parameters of the engine working, maintenance

carried out etc. should be maintained for individual

DG set.

REFER RESPECTIVE MAINTENANCE MANUAL

SUPPLIED WITH THE DG SET BY OEM FOR

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES





DO’s &’ DON’Ts



 Correct Troubles while they are simple.

 Engine shall only be operated or maintained by

trained staff / authorised person.

 Cleaning, maintenance and repair work should only

be carried out in engine stopped position and also

ensure securing against starting.

 Disconnect the battery -ve terminal before any repair

to electrical system to ensure human safety.

DO’s



 Ensure that the engine is operated only from the

control panel.

 Ensure that alternator neutral is earthed properly.

 Ensure all the safety switches/devices/trip

connections are healthy.

 Ensure sufficient ventilation around acoustic

enclosure.

 Ensure availability of first aid box at proper place and

check it regularly.



 Ensure availability of fire extinguishers at easily

accessible place.

 Smoking and naked flames are prohibited nearby

engine housing.

 Connect the load only when generator voltage

regulation is normal.

 Run the engine few minutes (3 to 5 minutes) before

routine shut down on no load. It will allow the

lubricating oil and coolant to carry heat away from

the combustion chamber, bearings, shafts etc.



 Clean the oil, fuel, dust etc. and always keep the

engine clean and dry.

 Dispose used filters and oil properly to achieve safe

work environment and prevention of pollution.

 Move and dispose the material which has been

contaminated by fuel/ lube oil to a safe place to avoid

fire cases.



 Don‟t start the engine without checking of engine

fuel and level of lubricating oil.

 Don‟t hold the ignition key in „ON‟ position after

engine fires as it will lead to starter motor failure.

DON’Ts



 Don‟t hold the ignition key in „ON‟ position more than

10-12 seconds if engine does not fire as it may damage

starter motor. Wait for at least 2 minutes for next

attempt.

 Don‟t leave the key on dash board after stopping the

engine.

 Don‟t keep inflammable

substances in the way of

exhaust gases.

 Don‟t mix different

grades of grease.



 Don‟t remove or open fuel cap of fuel tank while engine is

running.

 Don‟t fill the fuel tank to full capacity.

 Don‟t mix kerosene or any other fuel to Diesel.

 Do not use cheap/ adulterated fuel which will call

expensive repairs of high precision of components such as

fuel pump, injection nozzle etc.

 Do not shake diesel drum during filling the fuel in fuel

tank. Otherwise the impurities settle at the bottom of the

drum will get mixed up with the diesel.



 Don‟t tight nuts and bolts during engine running, it can

cause damage to components.

 Don‟t touch engine parts just after stopping the engine,

they may be hot and may cause serious injuries.

 Don‟t let oil and other liquids drops into the soil during

maintenance.

 Don‟t wear loose clothing or have long hairs.

 Don‟t overload the DG beyond its designed rating as it

will affect the reliability and life of DG.



 Don‟t operate the DG with unbalance of load beyond

25% between phases as it may damage to main

alternator.

 Don‟t stop the DG suddenly without off loading the

set as it may damage the DG parts.

 Don‟t allow the engine to run idle for a long period.



DO’s &’ DON’Ts



 Ensure the tightness of clamps and hoses between air

cleaner housing and turbocharger.

DO’s

 Use genuine paper elements/ filters only.

 Remove element from wrapper/packing only at the

time of replacement.

 If air restriction indicator is

broken or not functioning,

replace the same.

 Clean wet air filters by

washing in fuel (Diesel) only.



 Don‟t operate the engine

with choked air cleaner or

air cleaner vacuum

indicator with red

indication as it will lead

to black smoke and loss

of power etc..

DON’Ts



 Don‟t use water and soap suds for cleaning wet air

filters, this will ruin/ damage the filter fabric.

 Don‟t operate the engine with cracked hoses and

loose clamps, as life of engine will be reduced.

 Don‟t run the engine with the air cleaner or pre-

cleaner disconnected.



DO’s &’ DON’Ts



 Before starting the engine, drain water and sediments

from water separator as they will re-circulate and fuel

filters will get choked early resulting in less efficiency.

DO’s

 Fill the diesel tank at the

end of the day‟s work to

minimize water drops in

fuel tank due to

condensation of moisture.



 Don‟t operate the DG set with

less fuel in fuel tank to avoid

air lock and engine starting

problem. In case of air lock,

operate the hand primer in the

feed pump until all air is

displaced through the bleeding

screw.

DON’Ts

Hand Primer



 Don‟t smoke or use any naked flame while refuelling

the fuel to avoid any explosion hazard.

 Don‟t use tools for fitment of fuel filters. Mechanical

over tightening may distort the threads or damage the

filter element seal.



DO’s &’ DON’Ts



 Check the coolant level in the recovery bottle before

starting the engine and top up, if necessary.

 Use only coolant/ pre mix coolant in radiator for recharging 

as well as for top up. 

 Stop the leakage in time if any.

 Clean the radiator fins with compressed air periodically.

 Check the belt tension periodically.

DO’s

 Replace the belt as soon as the sign 

of cracks or wear are noticed. 



 Don‟t open the radiator cap in radiator with recovery bottle as

it will loss air pressure inside radiator which will affect the

cooling system.

 Don‟t change the thermostat setting as it will interfere with

proper functioning of cooling system.

 Don‟t add coolant when engine is hot as it may crack cylinder

head.

 Don‟t operate the engine with mutilated belts or loose belts as

it will lead to the problem of overheating.

 Don‟t tension the belt excessively; this will aggravate wear

just as much as slack belts.

DON’Ts



DO’s &’ DON’Ts



 Use correct grade & correct brand of lubricating oil as

recommended by OEM.

 Use genuine filters only.

 While topping up the lubricating oil, the funnel and the

container must be properly cleaned.

DO’s



 Don‟t keep dipstick upwards, otherwise the oil

running down would falsify the measuring result.

 Don‟t add more oil than FULL mark on the dipstick as

it will lead to the problem of more oil consumption

and higher oil temperature.

 Don‟t operate the DG set below low level of lube oil

on dipstick to avoid oil deterioration and damage to

engine parts.

DON’Ts



 Don‟t mix different brands of lubricating oils or mix

any other oil to lube oil.

 Don‟t use tools for fitment of lube filters. Mechanical

Over-tightening of the filter may distort the threads or

damage the filter element seal.





Q.1 Why is maintenance required at different intervals?

Answer:

 The DG set consists of several mechanical parts,

which are subjected to regular wear & tear, as the life

of the DG set is governed by many factors, regular

maintenance becomes necessary for maintaining this

life span & sometimes increasing the life of the DG

set.

 There are parts in the DG set which have different life

span as others, for e.g. the life of the cylinder head is

much more than the life of the Piston & Piston rings,

in order to maintain the life of the engine, it is

necessary that all the parts are serviced periodically

according to the manufacturer‟s recommendation.



Q.2 Why should DG set not be run with low fuel in

tank?

Answer:

 Due to low fuel, the diesel fuel pump will not

work properly and there are chances of

malfunctioning of fuel injection system.

Q.3 Why should DG set not be run with full fuel in

tank?

Answer:

 Hugh fuel will create improper pressure across

the fuel lines and can cause huge amount of

Black Smoke.



Q.4 Why is bleeding required?

Answer:

The fuel system requires air bleeding under following

circumstance:

 If the engine continues to run despite diesel in fuel tank is

finished.

 The engine has not been operated for a long time.

 If a fuel element has been replaced.

 Engine is started without opening fuel cock & has run for

sometime.

 Feed pump is not working properly.

 If there is some leakage from the Fuel pipes, Benjo &

Fuel filter.



Q.5 How to remove AIR LOCK?

Answer:

Air lock can be removed by the help of pumping the air

primer as procedure given below:

 Loosen the bleeding screw of primary fuel filter.

Unscrew priming knob of fuel pump, move it up &

down at least 10 to 15 times, till the fuel flows out

from air vent screw without air bubbles.

 Tighten the air vent screw after air bleeding. Repeat

same steps for secondary fuel filter for air bleeding.

 At last, loosen the air vent screw of fuel injection

pump and bleed out air bubbles.



Q.6 What is Thin Film Lubrication?

Answer:

Thin Film lubrication is between the Piston rings & the

Cylinder Liner, this reduces the metal to Metal contact

which reduces friction & wear of metal parts.

Q.7 What is the function of Thermostat?

Answer:

 The thermostat cuts the engine supply if the temperature

of the Engine increases or decreases to a certain level.



Q.8 What is the function of Thermostat valve?

Answer:

 When coolant is at low temperature, the thermostat

valve remains closed and coolant flows through

bypass passage to water pump (cooling pump).

When coolant temperature is over 90 degree C,

thermostat fully opens and bypass closes, coolant

passes through the radiator.



Q.9 Why should radiator cap not be opened?

Answer:

 The radiator cap consists of pressure elements, with

the help of the radiator cap the pressure of the

cooling system remains in operating condition,

loosening the radiator cap will cause changes in the

cooling system which will be harmful for the DG set.



Q.10 What is imbalance loading?

Answer:

 This term is used in three phase system, if there is

imbalance among the phases there is a possibility of

irregular voltage & shutting down of the system. In

order to avoid imbalance the value of load should not

be more than or less than 25% among the phases.



Q.11 What is over-speeding?

Answer:

 There are cases when the speed of the engine

increases when load is suddenly taken off from the

DG, or there is imbalance of load on the DG. This

increases the speed of the Engine which will increase

the speed of the alternator beyond a safe limit, which

would lead to burning of alternator winding.



Q.12 What is Turbocharger?

Answer:

 Turbochargers are type of forced induction systems.

They compress the air flowing into the turbine. The

advantage of compressing the air is that it lets the

engine squeeze more air into a cylinder, and more air

means that more fuel can be added. Therefore, we get

more power from each power stroke. A turbocharged

engine produces more power overall than the same

engine without the turbo-charging.



Q.13 Why should engine not be run Idle for long period?

Answer:

 All the components of the Engine are designed to run at a

particular speed, in case there is a decrement or Increment

of the speed the life of the engine is adversely affected.

Q.14 What should be the colour of exhaust smoke in a

healthy engine?

Answer:

 Healthy Engine emits barely visible smoke if you look at

the area surrounding the Exhaust outlet.



Q.15 What is the reason for Black Smoke?

Answer:

This indicates improper combustion, which could 

be due to:

 Choked or wrong air cleaner

 Defective fuel injection system

 Choked exhaust system or wrong exhaust piping

 Engine overload ,  Load side electrical short 

circuit



Q.16 What is the reason for Blue Smoke?

Answer:

Blue smoke is emitted when oil begins to burn in

combustion. This could be due to:

 Excess oil in sump

 Excess lub oil pressure

 Worn piston rings & liners

 Worn valve steam & valve guides

 Excess oil from rocker supply pipe



Q.17 What is the reason for White Smoke?

Answer:

White smoke indicates water presence in combustion

chamber. This could be due to:

 Cracked Cylinder Head

 Cracked or Damaged Liner

 Water dilution in diesel burnt or damaged cylinder

head gasket

 Water presence in combustion chamber which is

very dangerous and can lead to a hydraulic lock &

extensive damage to engine.









 Battery consists of two or more cells electrically

connected.

 Cell is a device that

converts the Chemical

energy into electrical

energy by means of an

electrochemical reaction.



Battery

Primary

(Use and Throw)

Secondary

(Rechargeable)

Alkaline Acid



Negative electrode    - Spongy lead (Pb)

Positive electrode     - Lead dioxide (PbO2)

Electrolyte - Dilute Sulphuric acid (H2SO4)

Separator - Glass or plastic

Jar/container - Hard Rubber or Plastic



1. Series Connection

• Positive terminal of one cell is connected to the negative

terminal of another cell

• Increasing the overall voltage but the overall capacity

remains the same.

2 . Parallel Connections

• Like terminals of all cells connected together

• The overall voltage remains same but capacity will be

increased





• Amount of charge available when battery is discharged at a

specific rate specified in Ampere-hours (Ah).

Measurement

• Battery terminal voltage under discharge under standard

conditions of 27ºC.

Example:

A 2.0V Lead-acid battery rated for 200 Ah (for a 10-hour

rate) will deliver 20 amperes of current for 10 hours under

standard temperature before its terminal voltage reaches

specified value. (for example 1.75V for VRLA or 1.85Vfor

LMLA).

• Battery capacity varies with the discharge rate.



 Specific gravity of acid is the measure of its concentration.

 Indicates the state of charge of flooded cell but not the

capacity.

 Specific gravity is measured by Hydro Meter.

 Cell open circuit voltage = Specific gravity + 0.845.

 Specific gravity varies with temperature.

 Higher Specific Gravity – More capacity but shorter life.

 Lower Specific Gravity - Less capacity but longer life.



Where is this 2.0V coming from?

At the negative electrode
Discharge

Pb + H2SO4 PbSO4 +2H+ + 2e- E° = 0.356V
Charge

At the positive electrode
Discharge

PbO2+2H+ +H2SO4 +2e- PbSO4 + 2 H2O E° = 1.685V
Charge

Overall Reaction:
Discharge

PbO2 + Pb + 2 H2SO4 PbSO4 (+ve Plate)+PbSO4 (-ve Plate)+2 H2O
Charge

E° = 2.041V



Flooded Lead-Acid Batteries

• Electrodes/plates are immersed in electrolyte

• Vented for gas escape

• Distilled water must be added occasionally

Sealed Lead-Acid Batteries

• No free electrolyte

• Oxygen recombination and hence water is retained

• Regulated vent to allow gases to escape at particular

pressure



Recombination Reaction

At Positive Plate 

H2O         2H+ +   ½ O2    +  2e-

At Negative Plate

½ O2    +    Pb PbO

PbO + H2SO4 +  2e- + 2H+ 2PbSO4 +   2H2O  +  Heat



Plante Flat grid Tubular







Advantages:

 No water Topping

 Office Friendly (No separate battery room

required)

 Small Size

Disadvantage:

 Sensitive to Operating temperature
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When

Charging Current (Amps) ECV at the 

end of 100% 

discharge

Specific Gravity

Initial % Final % Charging 
Full 

Discharge

Initial 
Filling and 
charging

10% of rated 
Ah capacity  
till voltage 

reaches 2.4V

5% of rated Ah 
capacity  from 2.4V 

till end of charge 
(2.6 to 2.7V)

1.85V

Filling

1.22 ± 0.005

Fully charged

1.24 ± 0.005

1.17 ± 0.02

Reading to be taken every 4 hours. Allow rest period during charging if Electrolyte

temperature exceeds 50ºC. Add electrolyte with initial filling specific gravity for topping

up during initial charging only. Total mandatory minimum charge input in Ah is 550% of

rated battery Ah for cells with unformed plates (300% for partially formed plates)

Freshening charge:-

If cells are not commissioned after initial charging, the battery has to be charged for 6

hours at 5% of rated Ah capacity charging current.

If it is constant voltage charger, battery has to be charged @ 2.4V per cell for 24 hours

with 10% of rated Ah capacity charging current.



Regular charging

 2.4v per cell at a charging current of 5% of rated ah

 110% of drained ah capacity should be put back after

every discharge to maintain battery healthiness



Equalizing Charging

 Whenever voltage variation among cells ≥ 0.1v on float

or on load or specific gravity variation among cells ≥ 0.02

 Otherwise, once in three months

 Charge with 5% current till all cell voltages reach 2.6 to

2.7v. correct sp.Gr. To 1.24 in all cells by adding di water

 Minimum charge input (ah) during equalizing should be

50% of the rated ah capacity

 If it is a constant voltage charger, increase the voltage to

2.55V per cell, charge for 16 hours at a current setting of

10% of rated ah capacity





 LMLA batteries are widely preferred as maximum

life can be obtained from the battery with little

maintenance.

 At the same time, they can suffer from premature

death if not given proper attention for periodic

maintenance.



 Proper initial charging, correct specific gravity and

correct quantity of acid are very important for little

maintenance later.

 Records of initial load test is very important to verify

the performance of batteries later and will help in

identifying reasons for failure later, if any.



WHAT CAN GO WRONG DURING

INITIAL CHARGING?

 Contaminated acid

 Wrong specific gravity of acid

 Insufficient acid quantity

 Reverse connections while charging

 Incomplete charging

 Loose terminal connections or over tightening.

 Cells left with dummy vent plugs.

 Damaged cells installed leading to electrolyte leak.



 Wrong cable size between charger and battery

 Improper connector sizes between cells

 Wrong charger voltage settings

 Insufficient acid quantity

 Adding acid instead of DI water

 Leaving vent hole and level indicator hole open

 Insufficient or overcharging

 High room temperature

 Wrong calibration of measuring instruments

WHAT CAN GO WRONG IN

OPERATION?



 Check for dust accumulation around all connections –

from input cable till the last cell in the battery bank –

and clean the dust

 Check for any corroded bolts / cable lugs / connectors

– Clean / replace them – apply petroleum jelly

 Check and clean dusted vent plugs and refit properly

 Check and replace any broken cell as any acid leak

will damage the battery stand



 Identify one pilot cell for every six cells in the

battery.

 Check and record Float Voltage of pilot cells and

verify if it is as per recommendations given in OEM

manual.

 Apply site load and measure on load voltages of pilot

cells after 15 minutes on load.



 Verify monthly maintenance records and ensure all

mandatory checks are carried out and are in order.

 Check the level of electrolyte in each cell and top up

with distilled water to maintain level within the

marks.

 Check for proper functioning of measuring

instruments – multimeter / ammeter / voltmeter –

recalibrate if necessary.



 Check float voltage and electrolyte specific gravity

of each cell and verify the State of Charge(SOC) of

each cell.

 Give equalizing charge as recommended in the

OEM manual.

 Replace any broken vent plug or float guide.



 Clean all cells for dust and acid mist.

 Clean all vent plugs for removing accumulated dust.

 Clean / replace corroded connecting parts.

 Ensure full state of charge of battery.

 Conduct load test up to 80% depth of discharge of battery.

 Level the electrolyte and conduct equalizing charge as given

in OEM manual.

 Check charger settings for correctness of voltage and current

as recommended in the OEM manual.













































•Voltage increases => 

Current increases 

•Resistance decreases => 

Current increases

•Current =

Voltage/Resistance   -

Ohm’s Law



The complete circuit 

 A complete Circuit

or loop is necessary

for current to flow



Current  takes the path 

of least  resistance



 Muscles

→ Muscles control all the body movements

→ Including & importantly those that keep us alive

- Breathing and Heart

→ The brain controls voluntary muscles using

Current pulses along nerves



 External current through the body causes

→ Loss of muscle control 

→ Spasms & Involuntary movement

→ Inability to let go 

→ Burns - external & internal



“keep currents and 
voltages inside

apparatus and away
from equipment  

body as well as our 
bodies”

Safety guiding principle



Mains Cable

Red/Brown Live power 

Blue/ Black Neutral 

Green/Yellow Earth

 

L

N
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RCCB - Residual Current Circuit Breaker

ELCB - Electric Leakage Circuit Breaker

 current difference of >30 mA

 for a duration of >30 ms



 The Live and Neutral wires carry current around the

circuit

 The Earth wire is there to protect you.

• The Earth wire can act like a back-up Neutral wire,

• Many appliances have metal cases e.g. kettles,

toasters, dishwashers, washing machines etc.



 The Fuse is very thin piece of wire.

• The wire has a quite low melting point. As current

flows through the wire it heats up.

• If too large a current flows it melts, thus breaking

the circuit

• Use appropriate fuse size/rating.

 Additional safety devices - RCDs, ELCBs



 Where 

• Industries, offices & home - 95% 

• Laboratory - 5%

• Trailing wires, faulty wires

 Mains

• Avoid direct working with mains. Use only low

voltages (tension).

• Check all leads for: Fraying, Proper clamping, Proper

earthing.



 Repairing 

• Do not repair, competency required.

• One hand behind back, tip cautiously with back of

hand.

• Trust nobody, remove fuse, use phase tester.

Note: Switch Mode PSU, laptop chargers, CF lamps

[high voltages persists on capacitors long after

switch off]



Electricity can kill.

• Each year accidents at work involving electric shock 

or burns are reported. 

• Most of fatalities arise from contact with overhead or 

underground power cables. 

SAFETY AND ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS



Electrical   Shock        

• Flow of Electrical current through the nerves,

muscles, causing disturbance in their normal

functions is the cause of Electrical shock.

• If its path is through the heart, the accident can be

fatal.

• A person may fall from height, as he may lose his

balance on receiving a shock.



• Burns are caused by Electrical flashes if a body

part comes within flashing distance of a high

voltage current.

• Burns may be caused due to short circuit also.

• Short circuit may lead to electrical fires causing

burns.

Electrical   Burn        



 Currents greater than 75 mA* can cause ventricular

fibrillation (rapid, ineffective heartbeat).

 Will cause death in a few minutes unless a

defibrillator is used.

DANGERS OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK



How is an electrical shock received ?

 When two wires have different potential differences

(voltages), current will flow if they are connected

together.

 In most household wiring, the R,Y, B wires are at 230

volts relative to ground.

 The neutral/ black wires are at zero volts because they

are connected to ground.



 If a person come into contact with an energized (live)

wire, & he is in contact with the neutral (black) wire,

current will pass through his body and he will receive

a shock.

 If a person is in contact with an energized wire or any

energized electrical component & also with any

grounded object, he will receive a shock.

 A person can even receive a shock when he is not in

contact with a ground.

 If a person contact both wires of a 240-volt cable, he

will receive a shock & possibly be electrocuted.





 Beware of live conductors, bare or insulated.

 Never tamper with any electrical gear.

 Never disconnect a plug point by pulling the flexible

cable.

 Never touch a conductor unless you have made sure it

is dead and earthed.

 Never energies a conductor unless you are sure all are

clear and there is no one likely to be working on it.



 Always switch off before replacing a blown fuse.

 Do not lift or move portable electrical appliances with

power 'ON'.

 Switch 'OFF„ power and earth the frame before

shifting position.

 Check leakage, if any, with a neon tester after

switching on but before touching the metallic frame of

the apparatus.

 Cut off supply and earth the point on which a person

want to work.



 If a person have to work with power 'ON' keep

himself insulated and see that he is on firm support.

 Dry wood, paper, cloth and rubber are good insulators

for 250 volts.

 Do not handle electric switches of appliances with wet

hands.

 Be more careful in handling electric geyser inside

bathrooms and during monsoon weather.

 Do not lean against electrical poles or stay wire there

to.



 Do not play with electricity.

 Use 5- pin plugs and check up earth connections

carefully.

 Each plug socket to be protected and controlled by a

proper fuse and a switch on the live side.

 Use interlock switch plug or keep the plugs located at

a high level not less than 4'-6”above floor level i.e.

beyond the reach of children.

 Display of “Electric Shock treatment” on printed

board is essential.



 First Aid Box.

 Display of general supply diagram, instructions issued

by officers from time to time.

 Work near OHE line (two meter for 22 KV), permit to

work (PTW) is essential.





 Only qualified persons should undertake electrical

repairs.

 Treat all circuits as LIVE unless ensured after testing to

be DEAD.

 Ensure that extension cord is free from cuts, damaged

insulation, or joints etc.

 Check that pins of the sockets are not loose.

 Ensure easy access to put off the supply.



 Use switches which clearly indicate "ON" & OFF” and

are of appropriate amperage.

 Frequently check the values of electrical parameters like

voltage, amperage and ensure that they are

appropriate.

 Get equipment, circuit breakers etc. checked

periodically by competent person.

 Use work permit in areas of flammable atmosphere.

 Know First Aid procedures.



 Don't have any unsafe temporary connections, naked

joints.

 Don't work wet on electrical equipment.

 Don't use trial and error methods with electrical circuits.

 Don't just operate any switch unless you know the

consequences.

 Don't overload an electrical point.

 Don't crowd things near electrical mains.

 Don't take short cuts, follow safe procedures.



 Electrical risks can be by using air, hydraulic or hand-

powered tools.

 These are useful in harsh conditions; provide an

accessible & clearly identified the switch near each

fixed machine to cut off power in an emergency.

 For portable equipment, use socket-outlets which are

close by so that equipment can be easily disconnected

in an emergency.



 Use proper connectors or cable couplers to join

lengths of cable.

 The supply leads have only two wires - live (R,Y, B)

and neutral (black).

 Make sure they are properly connected.

 There is a risk of electric shock if they are broken;

electrical equipment used in flammable/ explosive

atmospheres should be designed to stop it from

causing ignition.



 Cables may be present when digging in the street,

pavement or near buildings.

 Use up-to-date service plans, cable avoidance tools

and safe digging practice to avoid danger.



 When working near overhead power lines, electricity

can flash over from overhead lines even though plant

and equipment do not touch them.

 Over half of the fatal electrical accidents each year

are caused by contact with overhead lines.





 Refer manufacturer's instructions

for use of specific ladder.

 Use the right type of ladder and

ensure it is structurally sound.

 Choose the ladder that is suitable

for the job -do not use the same

ladder for all jobs.



 Choose the ladder of appropriate size and made of

proper material according to the need of work.

 If fittings or accessories are required, contact the

supplier or manufacturer of the ladder to find out

what kind of fittings or accessories can fit the

needs.

 Under no circumstances should the structure of the

ladder be altered without authorization.



 Ladders used around electrical

hazards must have non-conductive

side rails.

 Ladders with non-conductive side

rails that are contaminated with

paint, greases or other coatings

may no longer be non-conductive.

 Stay away from exposed energized

equipment.

 Always look up before you lift or

climb up.



 Be aware of overhead

exposed energized equipment

such as overhead lines, cords,

or overhead crane rails.

Look Up and Stay Alive!

 There may be other requirements

that apply to approach distances to

overhead lines.

 Make sure you inquire about these

requirements.



 Electric shock can also

cause indirect or secondary

injuries

 Workers in elevated

locations who experience a

shock can fall, resulting in

serious injury or death.
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 Never carry heavy objects

when climbing up or down

a ladder.

 Never join short ladders

together to form long ones.

 Ensure that there is

sufficient space behind the

steps to provide a proper

Footing.



 Fasten the ladder properly with

ropes whenever necessary, or

have a fellow worker to

stabilize the ladder with hands.

 For straight ladders, the top of

the ladder should be at least

one meter above the resting

place to provide for the

handrail.

 The ladder should be placed on

a 1:4 ratio of setback distance

to height.



 The top and bottom of

the ladder should be

kept free from

obstruction.

 Tools or materials can be

lifted by rope to the

workplace or raised by

somebody else.

 Light tools or materials can be carried in a holster

attached to a belt or in a tool bag.



 Inspect the ladder before use and regularly after wards.

 Inspection and repair of the ladder should be done

by competent person.

 Make sure that the footwear is free from mud or grease

before climbing up a ladder.

 Pay attention to overhead objects or electric cables

while using the ladder.

 Never paint the wooden ladder since the paint may

cover up cracks and defects in the ladder.



 Under normal circumstances, only one person is

allowed to work from a ladder.

 When climbing up or down a ladder, one must face

the ladder and maintain a three-point contact with it.



 Each employee shall wear a

protective helmet when

working in areas where there

is a potential for injury to the

head from falling objects



ACTION TO BE TAKEN ON ELECTRICAL

ACCIDENTS

 In case of electrical accident, first arrange to cordon

the area, so no one may get injured due to contact to

live wire.

 Arrange to cut off the supply, no one may attempt to

rescue an electrocuted person.

 First Aid & artificial respiration should be given &

send for medical assistance.



 Authorized SSE/JE shall first check & make sure

that the steps above mentioned have been correctly

taken.

 After attending to the injured person & securing the

site, he shall make detailed note of all facts relating

to the accidents, preserve evidence & record

statement those who were near the accident spot.

 Possible causes, fault, particular of the injury or

damage & advice to senior officials in writing.



CAUSES OF ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS

 Disregard of the prescribed rules.

 Ignorance of rules & insufficient training of staff.

 Carelessness and improper earthing.

 Materials & equipment‟s faults.

 Overconfidence.

 Misunderstanding of instruction.



ASSESSING THE RISK

 Hazard means anything which can cause harm.

 Risk is the chance, great or small, that someone will

actually be harmed by the hazard.

 The first stage in controlling risk is to carry out a

risk assessment to identify what needs to be done.



When carrying out a risk assessment:

● Identify the hazards.

● decide who might be harmed,

● precautions are adequate or more should be taken;

● for example: in wet surroundings – unsuitable

equipment can easily become live

● Out - doors - equipment may not only become wet

but may be at greater risk of damage;



Reducing the risk

 Once you have completed the risk assessment, you

can use your findings to reduce unacceptable risks

from the electrical equipment in your place of work.



Ensure that the electrical installation is safe

 Install new electrical systems to a suitable standard,

for electrical installations, then maintain them in safe

condition.

 Existing installations should be properly maintained

provide enough socket-outlets.

 Overloading socket-outlets by using adaptors can

cause fires.



PREVENTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID

ELECTRICAL ACCIDENT

 Ensure the observation of the safety rules.

 Keep working distance from live line.

 Before commencement of work, ensure power

supply is switched off & line earthed.

 Used rubber gloves, shoes, helmet, and safety belt.

 Up keeps tools in good condition & use proper size

tools/equipment.



 Remove grease, oils from work spot.

 Keep the fire extinguishers always in good

condition.

 When fires take place, first switched off the power

supply.

 Never over load any equipment.

 Ensure your safety by yourself.



 Mark entrances to

guarded locations with

eye-catching warning

signs

 Guard live parts of electric equipment operating at 50

volts or more by approved cabinets/ enclosures, or

permanent partitions making them accessible only to

qualified persons, or elevation of 8 ft. or more above

the floor or working surface.



 Junction boxes, pull boxes

and fittings must have

approved covers.

 Unused openings in

cabinets, boxes and fittings

must be closed (no missing

knockouts).





Non-Electrical Skilled Worker

The following list of workers includes but is not limited

to those who would be considered a “Non-Electrical

Skilled worker”:
 Fitters, 

 Painters, 

 Carpenters, 

 Labors, 

 Utility operators, 

 Equipment operators, 

 Janitors, 

 Waste handlers and 

 Warehouse workers etc. 



 Exposed to specific electrical hazards.

 Expected to work safely around electrical energy.

 To use electrical tools safely.

 To follow electrical safety requirements.

 Only authorized electrical workers can perform work

“ON” or “NEAR” electrical equipment.

 Non-electrical workers may use electrical equipment, but

must be trained to know the hazards of the equipment and

how to use the equipment safely.

 The non- electrical worker can be escorted by a authorized

electrical worker inside the limited approach boundary.

Non-Electrical Skilled Worker are:



USE OF SPECIFIC SAFETY-RELATED

EQUIPMENT AND WORK PRACTICES

GFCIs Ground Fault Circuit

Interrupters (GFCIs) are required for

all 250-volt, single phase, 15& 20-

ampere receptacle outlets used for

temporary electric power, or as an

extension to the power supply cord.



CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIPPING

 If a circuit de-energized by

the operation of an over

current protective device

(such as a fuse or circuit

breaker) by a short circuit or

ground-fault, the circuit

must be checked before re-

energizing.



CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIPPING

 If you are allowed to reset

circuit breakers or other

electrical switches,

position yourself in the

safest location possible.

 Never stand directly in

front of or reach across the

device.



PORTABLE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT AND

FLEXIBLE CORD SET – SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

 The user must visually inspect

the equipment for defects &

damage before use.

 Do not use it, if the tool or cord

set is damaged,



Damaged/ Broken case
Ground prong missing

on three-prong plugs.

Some tools are double

insulated and won‟t

have a ground prong.

That‟s OK.

Damaged Cord – outer sheath broken

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS



1. Use as per listing and labeling

CORDS – ITEMS TO CONSIDER BEFORE USE.

2. Inner wires exposed –

Don’t use.

3. Plug not fully seated –

Don’t use. 



4. Cords run through doors /

pinch points – Don’t use.

5. Outer sheath 

damaged –

Don’t use.

6. Tightly coiled cord that had a

meltdown because it couldn‟t

cool properly when overloaded.



Extension cords shall:

 Be protected from physical damage at

all times.

 Be inspected before use.

 Not be used as a substitute for

permanent wiring.

 Be suitable for the environment i.e.

outside, wet, sunlight, etc.

 Shall have slack – not drawn out tight.

 Shall be unplugged by grasping the

plug not the cord.



AREA IN FRONT OF THIS

ELECTRICAL PANEL MUST BE

KEPT CLEAR FOR 36 INCHES

OSHA - NEC REGULATIONS

C A U T I O N
HIGH

VOLTAGE

OBEY ALL SIGNS AND BARRIERS!

Signs, Symbols, Tags, and 

Barricades are used to warn 

personnel of potential 

electrical hazards.



 REMEMBER!
 The results of a mistake with

electrical energy occur at the

speed of light. There is not

time to react after the error is

made. You must think ahead.

 Pay attention and obey all the rules,

not just the ones that are convenient.

 You are responsible for your safety.



 Moisture provides a conductive

path that could result in death.

 Never work with wet tools or

clothing.



 These devices shut off electricity flow in the event of
an overload or ground-fault in the circuit.

 Include fuses, circuit breakers, and ground-fault
circuit-interrupters (GFCI‟s)

 Fuses and circuit breakers are over current devices.

 When there is too much current:

• Fuses melt

• Circuit breakers trip/open



 This device protects from
dangerous shock.

 The GFCI detects a difference in
current between the phase &
neutral circuit wires.

(This could happen when electrical
equipment is not working
correctly, causing current
“leakage” – known as a ground
fault.)

 If a ground fault is detected, the GFCI can shut off
electricity flow in as little as 1/40 of a second, protecting
you from a dangerous shock



 Metal parts of an electrical wiring system that we

touch (switch plates, ceiling light fixtures, conduit,

etc.) should be at zero volts relative to ground.

 Housings of motors, appliances or tools that are

plugged into improperly grounded circuits may

become energized.

 If you come into contact with an improperly grounded

electrical device, YOU MAY BE SHOCKED



 Power line workers need special

training and personal protective

equipment (PPE) to work safely.

 Do not use metal ladders – instead,

use bamboo ladders.

 Beware of power lines when you work

with ladders and scaffolding PPE may

consist of rubber insulating gloves,

hoods, sleeves, matting, line hose, and

industrial protective helmets.



 The path to ground from

circuits, equipment, and

enclosures must be permanent

& continuous.

 Violation shown here is an

extension cord with a missing

grounding prong



 Hand-held electric tools pose

a potential danger because

they make continuous good

contact with the hand.

 Have a three-wire cord with

ground and be plugged into a

grounded receptacle, or be

double insulated,



Pendant, or

Fixture Wiring

Portable lamps,

tools or appliances

Stationary equipment-

to facilitate interchange

Examples



Substitute for 

fixed wiring

Run through walls, 

ceilings, floors, 

doors, or windows

Concealed behind 

or attached to 

building surfaces

Examples



Electrical Inspector to Railway 

 The Chief Electrical Engineer of each Railway is

appointed to Function as Electrical Inspector to

the Central Government for the Railways.



 The JE/SSE shall send in case of every electrical

accident a notice of the accident in writing to the

Electrical Inspector viz.. Chief Electrical Engineer,

through the Sr. DEE/DEE.

 In cases, where the accident results in or is likely to

have resulted in loss of human being or animal,

intimation shall be given within 24 hours of the

knowledge of the occurrence of the accident.



 The written report of the accident shall be sent in the

form set out at Annexure 'XIII of I.E. Rules.

 All fatal and grievous hurt accidents shall also be

immediately reported to the nearest Police Station and

the body (in case of fatal accidents) shall not be moved

until the Police inquiry is completed.

 In the case of electrical accident occurring within

workshop premises, the Factory Rules and Act will

apply. In this instance the "Manager" of the workshop

will send the detailed report on the forms prescribed in

the Factory Rules to the Factory Inspector, in addition to

CEE, CWE, DRM etc.



 Every electrical accident shall be inquired into by an

officer and a report submitted to the Chief Electrical

Engineer giving complete information within one

week of the accident.



 The report should in particular cover the following points:

1. A clear description of the locality and a sketch

showing all the relevant details;

2. An analysis of the evidence recorded;

3. Findings as to the exact cause of the accident;

4. Fixing up of responsibility of staff negligence, if any.

indicating whether the "Rules for Safe Working on

Electrical Equipment" have been followed or not;



5. Recommendations for preventing such accidents

in future; and

6. Any special features peculiar to the case.
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 Before climbing a electrical

pole, ensure that the supply

is in off condition and no

one should be able to switch

it on.



 One should take extra care

while handling very long

objects and ascertain

whether it has got any

chance to get in contact with

electrical supply wires.



 The tools used for electrical

works such as cutting pliers

and screw drivers must be

insulated properly and use

the proper tools for

electrical work.



 Before undertaking any work say even 3 meters or more,

inspect thoroughly for the presence of power supply lines

and take extra precautions while working under them.



 Make your self doubly

sure that which feeder is

to be maintained in case of

a substation which is

feeded in two lines.



 Whenever undertaking

work in electrical systems

ensure your self that

there is no electrical

supply in that line.

 Sometimes back supply

from house hold inverters

is present in the supply

line.



 Never neglect the

street light wire

in over head lines

before climbing

the pole .



While testing small motors on no load see that they are

mechanically stable. Particularly small high speed

motors shift slowly due to vibration.



 If one contact is spoiled in

an ICTP or any electrical

contactors, switches, MCBs,

do not give through

connections.

 change the respective

switch with proper rating.



Avoid looping the power supply from one machine to

another machine. The looping of this temporary

arrangements may cause the accidents to the persons

which are not knowing of this supply arrangement.



Sparks should be detected

by keen observation.

Generally the sparks are

caused due to the loose

connections of the supply

system. Avoid the loose

connections by proper

inspection.



 Even if electrical supply is temporary just for a few days, the

power supply installation has to be done in a proper order

compiling with safety rules.

 Even a slight negligence becomes a cause for major accidents.



 In modern equipment there are lot of interlocks and safety 

devices for operating a machine.

 While repairing these things, check supply to the power 

circuit and control circuit .



 While removing or inserting fuses in power circuits, 

check that the respective isolator is in off condition and 

use the fuse pullers for inserting or removing.

 Use gloves while working in HT circuits.



 Top most priority is to be

given for good house

keeping in all electrical

installations and more so

in a H.T installation.

 In the vicinity of HT

panels do not keep

conducting rods or pipes

or wires.



 Before attempting to do any work in HT systems,

connect the earth rod, properly and then go for the

work.



 Indications, indication

equipment and identification

of names and numbers of

panels are quite important.

 One must be doubly sure that

there is no supply before

preceding with the tests and

repairs in panels to avoid

accidents.



 Beware of supply in

portable switch boards

and extension boards.

 Keep them at a safe

height to protect them

from possible accidents.
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Fire extinguishers for 

both electrical and oil 

fires should be 

available,

maintained and kept at 

easily accessible place. 



Operator and 

maintenance 

personnel must 

know the 

operation of fire 

extinguishers.



Operator should 

use rubber hand 

gloves while 

working in 

switch yard. 



Do not use shoes 

with leather sole 

in sub station 

yard. 

Sole must be of rubber and should not be

fixed with nails.



Always use safety belt 

and industrial helmet 

for your safety.



Keep well equipped fist aid box with

necessary medicines and check it

periodically.



Phone of Sub-

station shall be in

working condition.

Rubber mat shall be in 

front control panel.



No gap between bottom side of fencing 
and ground to avoid entry of animals.



Do not gossip at the time of work/ 
power block.    



Take a minute to stop, think, 
check Yourself.

STOP!

THINK!

CHECK!



IN CASE OF ELECTROCUTION

Arrange to Switch Off the Electric Supply

 Keep Your 

Self on an 

Insulated Mat/ 

Medium

 Separate the Victim from Live Point by Insulated Rod.



Don‟t light fire such 
as in dry vegetation, 
waste in sub station 

yard.

To avoid stone pelting 

don‟t grow fruit trees 

in the premises of Sub-

station. 



Ensure trench 

covers are 

properly seated 

on trenches. 



Check Safety Items Regularly



Before commencing the work staff should be 

conversant about the work to be done. 



After obtaining Permit to Work (PTW), power 

supply of concerned equipment/ circuit is to be 

switched off and earthed. 



A ladder should be 
held by one person 

on the ground to 
prevent slipping of 

ladder.



Caution tag shall be provided on control 

panel/ equipment after switching off on 

which work is to be carried out.



Red banner flag/Danger board shall be provided 
on other live equipment or mast in the vicinity of 

the equipment to be maintained.   



Always carry the ladder/ 

lengthy object in down 

position in switching yard.
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